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Dedication:
To anyone who wants to be a better writer.

We can do this.

“Once more into the breach, 
dear friends, once more.”

King Henry from Henry V, written by some English guy

 



Forward.

Even though we are meeting for the first time, I am thrilled that you chose 
this course.
People are busy. The work you put aside to attend this workshop will still be 
there when you get back.
So thanks for joining up.

Hey, what’s with Marilyn Monroe 
memo?

In setting up this course, I was faced with 
a choice.
Teach the principles of business writing 
and hope some of it spills into the other 
writing in your life.
Teach the principles of writing, with an 
eye toward business writing.
I chose the latter. 
That means you may scan this manual, 
compare it to similar ones from other 
companies and wonder where all the 
work content is.
I have seen those manuals and they scare me. I couldn’t imagine diving into one 
with anything but dread.
Somewhere in our lives, most of us enjoyed writing, just as we enjoyed making 
macaroni ties for our dads a few days before Father’s Day.
I don’t just want to reduce your trepidation about writing. I want to help you to 
enjoy writing again.
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5 min.

Exercise 1 
Insert the punctuation for this paragraph…

A woman without her man is nothing

If you rekindle that love of the written word, believe me, writing a note to a 
colleague won’t be a challenge.
So yes, this course focuses on business writing in particular but the principles of 
writing apply to all kinds of writing. A great sentence is a great sentence, whether 
it is about policy analysis, bedbugs or hockey players.
We will concentrate on the art of writing so we can better use it for the commerce 
of our jobs.
Through the manual, I will show you great business correspondence from 
fascinating characters. 
Words are spectacular creations, among mankind’s greatest achievements.
Let’s have fun with them.
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Business writing is in a terrible state. 
According to one study, 80 per cent of managers are unhappy with the writing 
at their company. 

They complain about work that is 

Today good writing stands out, to steal from the great Raymond Chandler, like 
a tarantula on a piece of angel food cake.
Why improve your writing: Because you can leverage what you learned today 
into a competitive advantage for the rest of your career.

Okay, time to reach for a little negative reinforcement.
Nothing undermines your credibility more than poor writing. A CEO 
I admired completely wrecked his message by using “it’s” instead of “its” in a 
staff e-mail.
A friend’s company missed out on a $10 million contract when the writer 
forgot to include key elements of the bid in a cover letter.
I inspected a handout for a $60 million municipal construction initiative that 
was derailed largely because the authors waited until page 8 to tell ratepayers 
the project would only bring four extra trucks a day down their street. And then 
they didn’t tell them again.

Why you should learn business writing.
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Writing is never revenue neutral. Poor writing fosters misunderstanding, poor 
morale and errors in execution. It degrades a brand and ties up managers who 
find themselves correcting waves of fundamental mistakes instead of making 
key decisions.
And yet companies, day after day, churn out material that discredits them in the 
eyes of potential and existing customers.

Six tips for great business writing

Forget everything you learned about writing after Grade 4.

Write as if your job depends on it. It might.

Treat your reader with kindness. Edit ruthlessly.

Work to keep the reader engaged, dammit.

Use punctuation wisely.

Tell stories.
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Chapter One

Why Grade 4?
Ask the Ontario Government.
Its clear writing guidelines urge civil servants to write to a level of understanding 
of a Grade 4 reader. Here are Grade 4 level writing requirements according to the 
Ministry of Education.

That sounds about right. Kids often write with an unrestrained confidence and 
imagination. Consider these Grade 4 pieces of writing.

CHAPTER ONE
FORGET EVERYTHING YOU LEARNED ABOUT 

WRITING AFTER GRADE 4.
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“Crunch, crunch! The ruff leaves crackled under my feet. I saw tall, brown trunked 
trees that stood over me like giants. I heard the birds chirping soft sweet sounds 
that sounded like music. I felt the cool wind blowing against my checks. My nose 
sniffed a beautiful red rose. All of a sudden I heard a rustling sound in the bushes. 
I peered into the bushes. That was when I saw it! It had a dark blue dress with 
twinkling purple stars on it. She had rosy red checks and big blue eyes. She had 
a set of pale wings that shined in the sun. And in her hand was a golden wand. 
It was a .. a … a … FAIRY!

You and the love of your life have packed a picnic lunch. Finding the “perfect spot” 
by a stream, you begin unpacking the lunch onto the yellow checked blanked you 
have spread on the ground. You are thinking how wonderful it is, so quiet, so 
private. You stand and look down the stream toward the abandoned textile mill. 
You wonder if some other couples long ago sat by the stream. Then you notice 
someone behind a tree, not too far away – a girl in a long flowing dress. Could 
it be someone from days gone by? Who is it and why is she here. Is she looking 
for someone.

Notice what the kids did. They used active verbs, everyday language, short 
sentences and sparse punctuation.
Aside from the goof-ups in punctuation and spelling, this is the level of commu-
nication we should be aiming for in business writing. 



Exercise 2: 
Pick a number from one to ten.

One is not confident, five is moderately confident. Ten is superbly 
confident. Once you have decided on a number, list three things 
you would like to improve.

10 min.
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“The only thing to fear is fear itself.”

Franklin Delano Roosevelt addresses Americans upon his inauguration.

Writing sparks an element of terror in people.
I think that’s because we often believe that if we are good in one field, we can’t be as 
accomplished in another.
Engineers and professional people often describe themselves as poor writers. When 
we set ourselves to work, what we find is that they don’t lack skill, intelligence or an 
understanding of the mechanics, the bricks and mortar of writing.
What they are missing is confidence.
That can happen in one of two ways.
First - and this is shameful- a teacher or professional discourages a young person with 
unkind words about his or her writing. 
Just as often, that young person finds an aptitude in another skill, sport, or the science 
that seems to be in contrast to writing. 
Naturally, we all prefer what comes easier. So somewhere “I like algebra” morphs into 
a dislike of writing. 

Chapter One
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Why we are all like elephants. 

Elephant trainers have this trick. They chain baby elephants into place. The baby 
elephant struggles but fails to break free.
The chains never change but the elephant does. A baby elephant weighs 200 
pounds when it is born and 5,000 pounds at maturation.

the maturity of adulthood brings entirely new skills.
The chains don’t stop the adult elephant. His beliefs do. The same often goes for 
the adult writer.
So let’s resolve to get rid of one untruth right off the top.

Baboons.
Insert punctuation and you have a sentence. Cluster sentences and you have a 
paragraph.
Arrange the paragraphs to speak to an event and you have a story. Weave a com-
mon thread between the stories and you have a book, or a memo, or a report.
Simple. Not easy, but simple.
That said, let’s go…once more into the breach. 
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Less is more. 

No, really, less is more.
Have you ever had a dream where you were in your underwear, dodging be-
tween trees and brushes, trying to get home.
That’s what writing can feel like. Your work is out there…forever.

Strategic story: 
When I was in high school, I was mad for a lovely girl named April LeClair.
Naturally, I wrote her to let her know the depth of her good fortune. It was summer. 
She was a camp counsellor and it later came back to me that she shared my letters.

Writing feels risky, hell, it is risky. When you push send, you can’t take it back.
Two points on that.

1.  I condemn the person who invented screen capture to the seventh 
 circle of hell.
2.  April, if you are reading this…I’m sorry I papered your locker.

To shore up their confidence, writers instinctively reach for tactics that only 
muddy their message.

 
 at hand. 

 
 the reader.

 opinion, quite candidly, frankly.
In poker, these habits are called tells. They are like the embossed calling cards of 
writers who are not confident.
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You’re smart. You have a job. You read. Did I mention the baboons.
Relax.
Writing isn’t a can/can’t thing. 
When most of us set out to pick up or improve a skill, here is what we do.

1. Learn the basics
2. Practice
3. Add some of the frills
4. Practice
5. Do victory dance

So let’s try to get back to that Grade 4 level of joyfulness because, just as trepi-
dation leaks through correspondence, so does joy, confidence and a knowledge 
of the subject.
Writing is magical because, when done well, it puts our words and point of view 
into someone else’s brain.
Writing well actually carries a disproportionate amount of esteem. It’s like golf 
that way. Because so few of us do it well, those who do seem graced with some-
thing close to genius.
As much as I hate to dispel a myth that has served me well, writing well isn’t a 
sign of genius.
Less is more. Writing well is largely about getting out of your own way and 
working, working, working to make your correspondence easier to read.
A great piece of correspondence is like a glass coffee table. The reason it’s so 
simple and transparent is because someone went to the trouble of putting the 
Windex to it and eliminating the surface imperfections.
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Write as if your job depends on it. It might.

Bad Writing

Obscures

Meanders

Confuses

Wastes time

Makes the writer feel good
about himself 

Gives no thought to platform

Lets the reader figure out what is 
important in the message

Gives no possible solution

Is painful to read

Is careless in grammar and 
punctuation

Is done quickly

Destroys the writer’s 
brand

Good Writing

Informs

Is direct

Reaches people who
can't read well

Saves time

Makes the reader feel good
about the writer

Is delivered via the
correct platform

Prioritizes the elements
of a message

Proposes action/advice

Is easily read

Is impeccable in grammar
and punctuation

Takes time to prepare

Builds the writer’s 
brand

So what is the number one goal in business writing?
Let’s find out. 
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Inform: To tell someone something they should know in the 
best way possible.

Esteem: To sound smart and to invest your writing with 
importance.

Safety: To know your business writing will never damage 
your career or the standing you enjoy with your colleagues 
and leaders.

Belonging: To demonstrate proficiency with the words and 
acronyms that form the common language of your workplace.

SCORE (40 Total)

Exercise 3: 
Take the Grain of Salt Survey. Discuss.
What are your priorities in business writing?
Below are four different values or considerations for professional 
writing. 
1 to 10 with 10 being very important to you.

Here is my personal score for the grain of salt survey.
Inform: Zero.
Esteem: Zero.
Safety: 40.
Belonging: Zero.

If the overriding purpose of your business writing, down deep, isn’t to avoid 
getting fired or discrediting yourself, you are either independently wealthy, set 
to inherit or angling for a buyout.
The credo of the business writer is the same as that of the surgeon: Do No Harm.

10 min.
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Exercise 4: 
Everyone take a turn reading one of these lines.

“I would not ever want to say there are not people on our campus that at first 
in the classroom are not hard to understand, at least until students get used to 
them,” Watkins said.

Like the family barn, Harold Wright’s car is still going strong after 285,000 miles. 

Eradication Fails to Slow Fire Ants.

Businesses planning sales strategy perceive buying power as a gauge of the gen-
eral ability of potential customers to buy their products.

The task force said it looked at hunger as a social problem in which some people 
cannot obtain adequate amounts of food.

The elderly, who now get a double personal exemption (an elderly couple gets 
four exemptions worth $1,080 per exemption, instead of only two), would be 
abolished.

wanting to take her.

Dear Fellow Resident: Washington is a city that only cares about one thing: sex, 
money, power and politics.

The ladies of the church have cast off clothes of every kind and they can be seen 
in the church basement on Friday afternoons.

10 min.
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“Any time you try a decent crime you’ve got 50 ways to screw it up. 
If you can think of 25, you’re a genius…and you ain’t no genius.”
Teddy Lewis, arsonist in Body Heat

What could go wrong? Where to begin?  
Forty-nine common mistakes…

26. Misspell the word Misspell
27. Give incorrect address
28. Use wrong tone (too casual)
29. Miss when it should be Ms.
30. Miss a word
31. Misplace a modifier
32. Use there for their
33. Use wrong possessive 
34. Use colons instead of
       semicolons
35. Don’t include enough detail
36. Send an angry note
37. Reveal confidential information
38. Write too long
39. Forget subject line
40. Miss deadline
41. Use antiquated language
42. Use emoticons
43. Fail to capitalize
44. Use passive voice
45. Be gender specific (policeman)
46. Misuse literally
47. Misuse hail for hale
48. Forget impact of time zone
49. Send to the wrong person

1. Use text when you should e-mail
2. Misspell name
3. Use wrong tone (too formal)
4. Forget honorifics
5. Misuse ironically for
    coincidentally
6. Use American usage
7. Use their for they’re 
8. Misuse word its (It’s easy)
9. Overuse commas
10. Include too much detail
11. Hit reply all
12. Send wrong version
13. Misquote 
14. Fail to use point form
15. Forget key element
16. Libel someone
17. Fail to attribute
18. Use texting abbreviations 
19. Use quotes for sarcasm
20. Use obsolete company names
21. Forget to pay the speaker
22. Mistake grisly for grizzly
23. Confuse insure and ensure
24. Misuse metric or imperial
25. Use jargon 
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Three things you don’t want to happen when 
you e-mail at work.

1.  Someone adds a sticky note with the words “LAST STRAW!!!” to your  
 personnel file.
2.  Managers look forward to gathering around the desk of the person who  
 received your e-mail because they consider it “a great way to have a few  
 laughs and blow off steam.”
3.  You receive an email similar to the one I received from a journalism   
 teacher:
  “Ulmer. Pay Attention to details. Are you sure your fly is up?”

Can this wait until tomorrow?

The best remedy to disastrous writing is often a little time. Most of us are so 
pressed for time, we dash off notes before giving them a reasonable look.
Mark Twain is said to have regularly stashed his work in a bureau for weeks. 
When he returned to it he did so with a fresh idea.
Thoughts have a way of percolating and even after a day, what seemed brilliant 
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Strategic story: 
My mother worked as an assistant to a rather flammable middle manager. In the 
days before computers, secretaries took dictation and forwarded the typed-out 
correspondence.
Mom would take dictation, form a letter and then put it in her desk. The next day, 
she would explain she had forgotten to forward it. 
The manager would be delighted by his good luck. Throw it out, he would say. A 
month or so later, the manager would be once again enraged and my Mom’s faulty 
memory would once again save his job.

Every good writer I know reads his own work, over and over again, as a matter 
of fact. But that’s before she sends it.
Very few read it after.
Why?
Because they’ve already read it? Nope.
Because they know if they do read it, they will see something they did wrong. 
It will be sitting there in the middle of the screen, no more conspicuous than 
Chandler’s tarantula on the Angel Food cake.
Because most of us have very little time to fashion correspondence, office 
communication has turned us all into reporters on deadline. And only the vary 
rare, the very best reporters, write better on deadline than with a little bit of time 
to assemble their thoughts.
So, if a piece of correspondence can’t wait, use this system. These four solutions 
will keep you safe.
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The Solutions

Print out your work. When you read on the screen, sometimes you see 
the words you want to see instead of the ones that are actually there.

improve your odds of catching a mistake. 

Share your work with a co-worker. They will see things you do not.

Expect to spend as much time fixing your work as you did composing it. 
Writing is re-writing.
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Understanding The Solutions.
Print out your work.

If given a choice, most people prefer to read from paper. 
Scientists, including those from Scientific American, have devoted reams of 
paper, naturally, to the subject.
But the more inviting question isn’t why it’s more fun to read paper, but why the 
best way to find errors is to print out your work.
If this workshop was compressed into a one-minute rant, I would start with the 
advice to print out your work.
It is staggering how many mistakes you will find. In fact, I sometimes find as 
many things to change on my third time printing out the work as I did in the 
first two.

“The difference between the almost right word
and the right word is really a large matter. ‘tis 
the difference between the lightning bug and 
the lightning.”
Mark Twain
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Make a list of good, better and best verbs. 
Base the order on how much the verb says.

Good: Walked.
Better:  Trudged.
Best: Lumbered.

Good: Said.
Better: Implied
Best: Argued.

Good: Jump
Better: 
Best: 

Good: Loved
Better: 
Best:

Good: Moved
Better: 
Best: 

Exercise 5: 
Make a list of good, better and best verbs. Base the order on how 
much the verb says.10 min.
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Read your work out loud.

Reading your work out loud is a great way to find a word echo. Though not a 
factual or grammatical error, word echoes cause a clang in the ear of the reader 
when a word is repeated after just a few interceding words.
Example: The pitcher threw a fastball. The fastball caught the corner of the plate. 
The hitter went up to the plate expecting to see a curveball, not a fastball.
Instead: The pitcher threw a fastball that caught the corner of the plate. The hitter 
expected to see a curveball, not a fastball.

Maybe reading the copy out loud works so well because it forces you to examine 
every word. Reading is a mysterious thing. The mind does a great job of discern-
ing patterns and reaching conclusions in milliseconds but sometimes the mind 
sees what it expects instead of what is there.

Show your work to a co-worker.

I have this trick when I teach kids about writing. I turn my back to them and ask 
if I have a bald spot.

The kids say yes. I ask them again. They say yes. I tell them I can’t believe them. 
Finally, they are yelling that yes, I have a bald spot.
“That’s funny,” I tell them. “When I brush my teeth, I don’t see any bald spot.”
That’s how editing works. When they observe from a different vantage point, 
people see things that the writer cannot.
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Writing is re-writing.

I fix or change at least one word in three, most of them on the fly.
Even after I have settled upon a version, I make about one change for every 
20-30 words.
You stop writing and re-writing when you run out of mistakes to fix. Mistakes can 
be a little like ants. If you find one…

A word about drafts.

 While I endorse the idea of a nut paragraph (see Chapter 3), I have never written 
what I consider drafts.
Everything I write is a final draft, until I have to fix it.  The great thing about calling 
something a first draft is if it’s lousy you can say, “well, what did you expect? It’s 
my first draft.”
Some writers check for different mistakes systematically. There is plenty to be said 
for that system. Scan your copy once for numbers, dates, figures. Scan it again for 
names. Scan it a third time for ease of reading.
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Exercise 6: 
Read the explanation below. Then rewrite the letter.

Below is the draft of a letter from a company to one of its most valued clients.  
The letter was written by engineers who understood technology but struggled to 
explain the benefits to their client.  

The customer, a bank, was being wooed by a competitor who promised a  
lower-priced system. The firm stood to lose more than a million dollars in sales  
over a decade of lost business.

The details of the operation have been replaced by generic words to keep the  
company’s identity confidential.

Dear 
Here are two major elements when considering the initial cost of devices.
1-     Our technology is our claim to fame and the workhorse of our device. It’s 
what gives you clean power instead of dirty power.
Here is an analogy.
If I offered you two bottles of water, one perfectly clean and the other clouded 
with contaminants, you would choose the clean water, even if you knew the 
cloudy water would not immediately kill you.
If you use the murky water for drinking, your health maintenance costs would 
eventually be negatively impacted.
Our technology is the source of the “clean water” (power) and the competitors’ 
product is the “cloudy water” (power). Your equipment will not fail immediately 
but your maintenance and replacement costs will quickly nullify any initial cost 
savings.

20 min.
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2-     Our 30-year UNLIMITED FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY for any 
electrical incidents, including a direct lightning strike, is unmatched in the 
industry. Please remember that the competition’s five or 10-year warranty is for 
defective workmanship and material only. You are vulnerable to substantial, 
unrecoverable loses if the unit fails due to any electrical surge.
Even if you save 15 - 20% on the initial purchase of their limited-warranty 
product, replacement costs and productivity losses will negate any potential 
savings. With our units, every dollar saved on operational costs over the 30-year 
warranty is truly a dollar that flows back to your bottom line.
Our 11-year history of no reported equipment failure and down time due has 
added millions of dollars to your bank’s bottom line.
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Reminder: Now it’s time to put aside your ego and your insecurities. Don’t try 
to sound smart. You are smart. Everything you do should be about making your 
message easier to understand.
The best thing give we give a reader is respect for her time.
That means your message is brief, accurate and leads them to a conclusion.
How do you show kindness to your reader? You stay on point. 
How do you do that? You give yourself a plan to work from.

Write a nut paragraph.

Strategic story: 
Before he began his Marathon of Hope, Terry Fox visited the Vancouver office of 
the Canadian Cancer Society. He told the man behind the desk that he wanted to 
run across Canada and raise $1 from every Canadian.
The man was completely unimpressed. He had no way of knowing, of course, 
the calibre of the person he was dealing with.
Terry asked what he could do to convince the man of his sincerity.
The man asked him to come back with a plan.
A few days later, Terry came back with the first draft of the Marathon of Hope. 
He had a plan.

CHAPTER TWO
TREAT YOUR READER WITH KINDNESS.

EDIT RUTHLESSLY.

“Out, damn’d spot! out, I say!”
Lady Macbeth from a play written by that funny English guy.
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In every newspaper story, there is what the writer once called the nut 
paragraph.
That paragraph, if it stood alone, would completely explain the story.
I love the seven words of dialogue between Harrison Ford and Tommy Lee 
Jones in The Fugitive that explained the motivation of both characters. Ford was 
wrongly convicted of murder. Jones was the dogged US Marshall chasing him.
Harrison Ford: “I didn’t kill my wife.”
Tommy Lee Jones: “I don’t care.”
A notorious muckraking journalist once began his story on corruption in the 
upper reaches of a union with these words
“Willy Biaff is a convicted pimp.”-Westbrook Pegler.
Now that’s a nut paragraph.

“I want to put up a stoplight.”
Ok, great start.
Putting a few extra details in your nut paragraph will pay off handsomely.
“We have been encountering traffic problems on Highway 408 that have stalled 
the evening commute. If we regulate traffic by use of a stoplight at the northeast 
corner, we can increase the flow by 20 per cent.”
You have described the issue, determined its effect and proposed a solution. You 
might not need anything more than your nut paragraph. But if you do, it’s always 
there to guide you home.
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Exercise 7: 
Write three nut paragraphs, one each for your favorite song, movie 
and television show.10 min.
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A winning formula.

A great amount of correspondence can be handled by remembering three 
letters…

I issue
E effect
S solution

When I find writers stuck on their correspondence, I always ask them: “what are 
you trying to say?”
Invariably, they give a concise answer. 
“Write that down and stick to it.”
If you think the brevity of your correspondence is unimportant, consider the 
words from Sir Winnie himself.
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August 9, 1940.

It was British Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill’s custom to wake at 7:30 
each morning and to dictate  
correspondence.

Paris, 200 miles away. That night the precursor to the 
Battle of Britain, the bombing of Birmingham by a single German plane, would 
inflict the first of 2,241 casualties that city would endure.  Churchill had given 
his famous “we shall fight them on the beaches speech” a month before. The US 
was 16 months away from entering the war.

Churchill worked from bed every morning. He rose at 11 a.m. for his daily bath 
and then a walk-about of his garden with a whiskey and soda. 

This is a memo, long classified, from that morning.

“History will be kind to me – for I expect to write it.” 
Winston Churchill
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Excerpt from 
Memorandum by the Prime Minister

on Brevity

“To do our work, we all have to read a mess of papers. Nearly all of 
them are too long. This wastes time while energy has to be spent in look-
ing for the essential points.

I ask my colleagues and their staffs to see to it that their reports are 
shorter.”

(i) The aim should be reports which set out the main points in a 
series of short, crisp paragraphs.

(ii) If a report relies on detailed analysis of some complimented 
factors, or on statistics, these should be set out in an Appendix.

(iii) Often the occasion is best met by submitting not a full-dress 
Report, but an Aide-memoire consisting of headings only, which 
can be expanded orally if needed.

(iv) Let us have an end of such phrases as these: It is also of 
importance to bear in mind the following considerations…”, or 
“consideration should be given to the possibility off carrying into 
effect…” Most of these wooly phrases are mere padding, which 
can be left out altogether or replaced by a single word. Let us 
not shrink from using the short expressive phrase even it if is 
conversational.”

Reports drawn up on the lines I propose may at first seem rough as 
compared with the flat surface of officialese jargon. But the saving in time 
will be great, while the discipline of setting out the real points concisely 
will prove an aid to clearer thinking.”
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Brevity: Say it all...once.
The question, of course, is if Winston Churchill 

felt clear writing was instrumental in the war effort, 
how important is it for business and government?

This course will show you how you to…

Identify your audience and tailor your correspondence to the needs of  
your reader.
Understand how to choose the right kind of correspondence (e-mail, 
memo, formal letter).
Structure your correspondence for maximum effect.
Understand the vital role re-writing, fact-checking, editing, printing out 
and peer review play in written communication.
Tell stories that will make your work stand out.

 

The result…
Leaders feel confident in handing off some their writing.

reputation are eliminated.
Employees understand what their bosses, co-workers and stakeholders 
are trying to tell them.
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Here is a piece I wrote for LinkedIn that in 136 words made a strong point.  The 
piece was a hit with readers because it was brief and seemed to touch on all that 
needed to be said.

The differences between Gordie Howe and Muhammad Ali in 138 words.

Ali became a Muslim at 22 and spent 52 years preaching Islam. Gordie never 
talked about God.
Ali was hit in the head more than 20,000 times. The same person never hit 
Gordie Howe in the head twice.
Ali renounced his name, Cassius Clay. Gordie signed his name ‘Gordon Howe’ 
because his mother preferred it that way.
Ali married four times. Gordie was married once, to
Colleen. They were together 56 years until death made
 them part.
Ali refused to fight in Vietnam. Gordie was born 
in a country that refused to go.
Ali retired at 39. Gordie quit the NHL at 52.
Ali had Howard Cosell. Gordie had Foster 
Hewitt.
Ali told the world he was the greatest. 
Gordie let the world come to its 
own conclusions.
Ali was America. Gordie was 
Canada.
They had their guy.
We had ours.
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Exercise 8: 
Write a 200-word piece on the worst job you ever had. List every-
thing you did not like.
Now shorten the story to 150 words.
Now shorten it to 100.
Compare the first and the last story. Which is better?

20 min.
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Corporate Speak.
Quartz deconstruction of ‘jargon-free memo’ 

from Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey

Continued on p37

From: Jack Dorsey
To: All Employees
Date: October 13, 2015
Subject: A more focused Twitter

Team,
We are moving forward with a restructuring 
of our workforce, cutting our staff so we can 
put our company on a stronger path to grow 
spend the money better. Emails like this
are usually riddled with corporate speak so I am going
to give it to you straight.

The team has been working around the clock to produce a streamlined roadmap 
for simplify our plans for Twitter, Vine and Periscope and they are shaping up 
to be strong. The roadmap is focused on the experiences which will have the 
greatest impact doing stuff we hope people will like. We launched the first of 
these experiences last week with Moments, a great beginning, and a bold peek 
into a pretty big gamble on the future of how people will see what’s going on in 
the world Twitter.

The roadmap is also a plan to change how we work, and what we need to do 
that work. 
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So we have made an extremely tough decision: we plan to part ways with fire 
up to 336 people from across the company. We are doing this with the utmost 
respect for reach and every person. But it’s not their fault; we hired them when 
we shouldn’t have. Twitter will go to great lengths to take care of each individual 
by providing give generous exit packages give them decent severance and help 
finding a new job.

Let’s take this time to express our gratitude to all of those who are leaving us we 
are firing. We will honor them by doing our best Letting them go will make 
it easier for us to serve all the people that use Twitter. We do so with a more 
purpose-built team which we’ll continue to build strength into over time, as we 
are now enabled to reinvest in our most impactful priorities. Having shed the 
people we don’t need, we’ll have the money to hire the people we really want. 

Thank you for all your trust and understanding here. This isn’t easy. But it is 
right. The world Our Shareholders need a strong Twitter, and this is another 
step to get there. As always, please reach out to contact me directly with any 
ideas or questions.
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Hideous work words and expressions.

What does results-driven mean?
Are we to understand that the people who omit the words “results driven” from 
their LinkedIn profiles don’t give a damn about the bottom line?
Success-oriented? Really. Do you think I came to work because it was on the way 
to the bathroom?
Paradigm shift. 
Disruptive technology.
Verticals.
Silos.
Pivot.
Empower.
Collaborative.
Authentic.
Innovate.
Killer Deliverables.
Mindshare.
Interfaces.
Thirty thousand foot view.
Drill down.
B to B.
World Class.
Unpack.
Talk offline.
Synergy.
If those weren’t bad enough, the hottest bullshit word in business today is bullshit. 
Takes all the fun away from the word.
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Exercise 9: 
Write five sentences using the most annoying bit of corporate
bullshit you have heard.10 min.
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Choosing the right form of communication.

The right vehicle for your correspondence is as important as the content. 
 

know uses his smart-phone screen as a yardstick. If the content of the message 
is so long that he must scroll, the subject could warrant a phone or face-to-face 
conversation.
Because the message is delivered instantaneously, e-mail seems, at first glance, 
the fastest way to get results.
But the daily deluge of e-mails has prompted some managers to perform an 
on-the-spot triage.
One manager said he will give a one or two line response about five per cent 
of the time. He will set time aside for a thoughtful response regarding a particu-
larly important subject. He will then archive all the other messages and flag the 
most important ones.
By that measure, as many as seven of ten e-mails will not garner a response.
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Some people use their phone to call people.

One business blogger said that if an answer is needed within a half hour, a phone 
call is warranted.
If the item isn’t worthy of a phone call but is still important, a text is appropriate.
Instant messaging should be used for correspondence that is one stop down 
from texting.
That leaves e-mail which may take longer and most frequently carries spam.
At least e-mail brings the advantages of leaving an online paper trail and accom-
modating attachments.
Richard Peddie, the longtime CEO of Maple Leaf Sports and Entertainment is 
one of several leaders who kept a Spartan routine with his e-mail. Every e-mail 
he read was either re-directed, quickly acted on or junked. At the end of his 
workday, there were no e-mails on his file.
The preferred mode of communication varies between people but many managers 
begrudge the reliance on e-mail as opposed to face-to-face communication.  
Certainly, for clarity of understanding and the give-and-take of a good exchange, 
the best possible combination is a conversation followed by an e-mail summing 
up the main points of the talk.
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Acronyms: It’s not me, it’s you.

Acronyms can stop a reader cold.
In theory, the acronym is a time saver. Rather than use the words Prime Minister’s 
Office over and over, the writer can swap in PMO with no loss of understanding.
Many acronyms are so familiar no explanation is necessary. AIDS, GM, the NHL, 
are three that fall into that category.
A middle ground is to use the full phrase and then deposit an acronym beside it. 

The real problem with acronyms is that they are often exclusive. Someone reading 
the correspondence who doesn’t know what HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning) means will likely quit when confronted with an acronym they can’t 
decipher.
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Exercise 10: 
Write down five acronyms from your work that your spouse, sibling 
or kid would not understand. Write an accompanying paragraph 
explaining what the terms mean. Make sure they would completely 
understand having read your paragraph.

10 min.
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Why are you making this so difficult?

“When talented people write well, it is 
generally for this reason: They’re moved by a 
desire to touch the audience.”
Robert McKee. Story: Style, Structure, Substance 

and the Principles of Screenwriting.

Acronyms are a bit like secret handshakes. Their real design can be to build a 
wall between insiders and outsiders. It’s a way for the writer to sound in the 
know. The acronym is included in the correspondence for the benefit of the 
writer, not the reader. 
Acronyms that should never appear in any kind of business correspondence are 
the ones usually associated with social media.
AAMOF may seem like an economical way to express As A Matter Of Fact but 
it’s a bad idea nonetheless.
Every rule has an exception of course. FYI is so well known that it poses no 
mystery to the reader. FYEO, For Your Eyes Only, on the other hand, would 
confound.

Words to live by.

There are no absolute rules for what should and should not be an acronym. 
Wasting someone’s time by continually using the technical term instead of a 
more generic acronym won’t endear you to your reader.
But be warned: acronyms that stall a reader can feel like sneering roadblocks 
included to remind the recipient that the writer is smarter than they are. That is 
a profoundly poor strategy when corresponding with a manager or leader.
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Abbreviations*

Provinces:
ALTA.  Alberta
B.C.  British Columbia
Man.  Manitoba
N.B.  New Brunswick
N.L  Newfoundland and Labrador
M.W.T.  Northwest Territories (never North-West)
N.S.  Nova Scotia
Ont.  Ontario
P.E.I  Prince Edward Island
Que.  Quebec
Sask.  Saskatchewan

*Thank-you Canadian Press Style Book (thecanadianpress.com)
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Complicated language.

If acronyms are an annoyance, overly complicated correspondence is a plague.
That’s because acronyms serve a function: to illuminate and save the reader’s time.
Complicated language, on the other hand, has only one purpose. To make the 
writer sound or feel smart.
Brevity is the best antidote to complicated language.  There is no correspondence 
that can’t live with a 25 per cent reduction from its original draft.
But there is no excuse for calling a baseball a spiraling orb of horsehide.
There is no way to save this paragraph.

I rushed hastily down the dusty driveway to the edge of the road, pausing briefly to 
appreciate this inexplicably beautiful moment and longingly reminisce upon nostalgic 
memories left behind.

Or this one: 
It is necessary for technical reasons that these warheads should be stored with the top 
at the bottom and the bottom at the top. In order that there may be no doubt as to 
which is the top and which is the bottom, for storage purposes it will be seen that the 
bottom of each head has been labeled with the word TOP.

Now contrast those pieces of work to the direct and plain language of this request.
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Good Writing
Example One

Subject: My Vacation, 15th-24th
 

Background  In response to your request to take vacation   
   within the next two weeks, I have booked 
   six days off next month from the 15th 
   to the 24th.

Attached  Enclosed is the staffing schedule for that week.  
   You will notice that week is clear.

Actions  Could you please approve these vacation days  
   before Friday so that I may confirm my 
   arrangements?
   
Close:   Thank-you. I will have the report    
   finished before I go.
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Good Writing
Example Two

Livescience: 

 

“The discovery of a new shape of brain cell has neuroscientists 
scratching their heads over what the function of these neurons 
might be.

 
blueprint consists of a cell body, from which protrudes spindly 
appendages called dendrites and axons. Dendrites are branchlike 
structures that receive signals from other nerve cells and deliver 
them to the cell body.”
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Good Writing
Example Three

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ACT

In the four decades since the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
(OSH Act) was signed into law, workplace deaths and reported 
occupational injuries have dropped by more than 60 percent. Yet the 
nation’s workers continue to face an unacceptable number of work- 
related deaths, injuries and illnesses, most of them preventable: 

Every year more than 4.1million workers suffer a serious  
job-related injury or illness. 

An enhanced focus on prevention is needed to bring these numbers 
down. To accomplish this, an effective, flexible, common-sense tool 
is available that can dramatically reduce the number and severity of 
workplace injuries and illnesses: the injury and illness prevention 

injuries, illnesses or deaths occur. 
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Exercise 11: 
Use plain language to explain to your boss, via letter, why you 
deserve a raise. 10 min.
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If You Think Your Subject is Complex …

Consider these two pieces of work. They involve two of the most complex 
subjects imaginable, space technology and diplomacy.
Notice how the writers use clear language to make their points.

The Courage of Roger Boisjoly

One in two children in America watched, on January 28, 1986 when the US 
Space Shuttle Columbia exploded and disintegrated 73 seconds after launch, 
killing all seven astronauts.
Six months before, Roger Boisjoly, an engineer with equipment manufacturer  
Morton Thiokol, demanded NASA postpone the launch to fix a flaw in the 
spacecraft.
Boisjoly’s fears, and those of another engineer, were ignored.
The writing of Boisjoly’s memo, released during a government inquiry, is  
remarkable both for the clarity of its message and the urgency of the appeal. 
NASA officials, having postponed the launch three times, cleared the launch  
and did not notify the crew of the safety concerns.
No criminal charges were ever filed over the incident. One NASA official took 
early retirement in the wake of the disaster.

STS-51L Crew photo with Commander Francis R. 

Scobee, Pilot Michael J. Smith, Mission Specialists 

Judith A. Resnik, Ellison S. Onizuka, Ronald E. 

McNair and Payload Specialists Gregory B. Jarvis 

and Sharon Christa McAuliffe.
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Excerpt from Roger Boisjoly 

SUBJECT: SRM Erosion/Potential Failure Criticality 

This letter is written to insure that management is fully aware 
of the seriousness of the current O-Ring erosion problem in the 
SRM joints from an engineering standpoint.

The mistakenly accepted position on the joint problem was to 
fly without fear of failure and to run a series of design evalu-
ations which would ultimately lead to a solution or at least a 
significant reduction of the erosion problem. This position is 
now drastically changed as a result of the SRM 16A nozzle joint 
erosion which eroded a secondary O-Ring with the primary 
O-Ring never sealing.

If the same scenario should occur in a field joint (and it could,) 
then it is a jump ball as to the success or failure of the joint  
because the secondary O-Ring cannot respond to the clevis open-
ing rate and may not be capable of pressurization. The result 
would be a catastrophe of the highest order - loss of human life.
 
It is my honest and very real fear that 
if we do not take immediate action to 
dedicate a team to solve the problem 
with the field joint having the number 
one priority, then we stand in jeopardy 
of losing a flight along with all the launch 
pad facilities.  

Engineer Roger Boisjoly examines a model of 

the O-Rings, used to bring the Space Shuttle 
into orbit.
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Middle East Peace process: piece of cake.
The Brzezinski memo.
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CHAPTER THREE
WORK TO KEEP YOUR READER ENGAGED.

DAMMIT.

How to make your writing musical.

I believe that the finest American writer, the one whose work has the most to 
teach, is not Stephen King or John Grisham, Tony Morrison or Anne Rice, Sue 
Grafton, Mitch Albom or James Patterson.
It’s Chuck Berry.

“I love poetry. I love rhyming. 
Do you know, there are poets who 
don’t rhyme? Shakespeare did not 
rhyme most of the time, and that’s 
why I do not like him.”
Chuck Berry

Chuck Berry’s music is so infectiously musical because its rhythm, 
counterpointed by his guitar, is mathematically precise.
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School Days by Chuck Berry.

Stanza 1
Up in the mornin’ and out to school  — 9 syllables
The teacher is teachin’ the golden rule  — 10 syllables
American history and practical math  — 11 syllables
You’re studyin’ hard and hopin’ to pass  — 10 syllables
Oh, you’re workin’ your fingers right down to the bone  — 12 syllables
And the guy behind you won’t leave you alone  — 11 syllables
63 syllables total.

Stanza 2
Ring, ring goes the bel l — 5 syllables
The cook in the kitchen is ready to sell  — 11 syllables
But you’re lucky if you can find a seat  — 10 syllables
You’re fortunate if you got time to eat  — 10 syllables
Well back in to class and open your books  — 10 syllables
Gee but the teacher don’t know how mean she looks  — 11 syllables
57 syllables total

Stanza 3
As soon as three o’clock rolls around  — 9 syllables
And you lay your burden down  — 7 syllables
Throw down your books and outta your seat  — 9 syllables
You go down the hallway and into the street  — 11 syllables
Up to the corner and ‘round the bend  — 9 syllables
Right to the juke joint you go in  — 8 syllables
53 syllables total.
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Stanza 4
You drop the coin right into the slot  — 9 syllables
You gotta hear somethin’ that’s really hot  — 10 syllables
With the one you love you’re makin’ romance  — 10 syllables
All day long you’ve been waitin’ to dance  — 9 syllables
And you feel the music from head to toe  — 10 syllables
Round and round and round and round you go  — 9 syllables
57 syllables total

Stanza 5
Hail Hail Rock and Roll  — 5 syllables
Deliver us from the days of old  — 9 syllables
Long live rock and roll  — 5 syllables
The beat of the drums, loud and bold  — 8 syllables
Rock, rock, rock and roll  — 5 syllables
The feeling is here body and soul  — 9 syllables
41 syllables total.
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By varying the sentence length and paragraph structure, Chuck infuses the 

He’s like a guy who paints with his feet and still produces masterpieces.
With Chuck Berry, the best part of the car is under the hood.
For the purposes of comparison, I include this piece of copy I wrote for an 
earlier version of this guide.

 “I can’t write.”
People, smart ambitious people, say this to me all too frequently.
I often answer with a question.
“Can you swim?”
“Yes.”
“Could you swim before you learned?”
It’s a cheap trick. Babies swim all the time. They do what comes naturally.
To write well is to convey your natural, uncorrupted voice simply and powerfully.

This simple passage, 57 words long, contains seven different techniques.

You Can Do What Chuck Does.
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Both of our pieces were stories. 
Chuck’s was a narrative that began with him waking up, going to school, 
being pestered by the person behind him, feeling intimidated by the teach-
er, hanging on until three o’clock, ditching his books, going down the hall-
way, around the corner, to the juke joint, dancing, getting romantic.

-
them: Hail, Hail Rock and Roll.
If you count the alarm clock to which he obliquely refers, there are four 
sounds: the teacher teaching, dropping the coin into the slot, the beat of 
the drums loud and bold.

Mine immediately brought you into a conversation, remarked on how 
many smart people thought themselves inferior writers, painted a strong 
image about swimming babies and concluded with a paragraph that, if not 
an anthem, wouldn’t make a bad slogan.

We both used sentence structure to give the reader a roller-coaster 
rhythm.
Chuck Down, down, up, up.

My Up…down, down, down, up, up, up.
+77 %

So what else did Chuck and I do?

Continued on p59

1

2
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We both used active, powerful verbs.
Chuck’s verbs: 
Teachin’, studyin’, hopin’, workin’, leave
Ring, ring, sell, find, have, eat, open, looks
Rolls, lay, close, get out, go
Drop, hear, makin, wantin’ feeling, go
Hail, hail, deliver, live, there.
Out of Chuck’s 29 verbs, 28 were active.
My verbs: 
swim, say, answer, swim, swim, learned, swim, do, write, convey.
Out of my 10 verbs, 10 active.

We both used very few adjectives
Chuck’s adjectives: practical, hot, loud and bold.
My adjectives: smart, ambitious, cheap, natural, uncorrupted.

We both used dialogue without the use of the word said.
Chuck doesn’t bother with the word said.
My piece used the verb say once, but not in a direct quotation.
Said is fine, by the way, but it’s a hitch. In superior writing, the speaker 
should be obvious but the great crime writer Elmore Leonard insisted on 
the word said in virtually every piece of dialogue.

Both of our pieces are filled with asides.
Chuck’s genius is also in the asides.
An aside is a terrific device. It infers the reader is getting frank, honest in-
formation. It brings with it a sort of intimacy, as if the writer is turning to 
the reader in a crowd and giving them an extra kernel of truthfulness.
Chuck’s work is full of these asides: how hard he is working, the irritation of 
the kid behind him, the scramble to find a seat in the cafeteria, the glory of 

Continued on p60
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5
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putting down your books, finding your date and reveling in rock and roll.
My piece starts with dialogue from someone you never meet. You are then 
told about the main qualities of the person and of people like them. I take 
you inside to tell you what I tell them, take you further inside to tell you 
what they answer, take you even further aside to tell you, and only you that 
I am using a devious tactic “It’s a cheap trick…” and then reassure you, 
indirectly, that you can reach your natural, uncorrupted voice.
An aside in cinema is referred to as the fourth wall. When you watch Kevin 
Spacey turn and speak to the viewer in House of Cards, or when Woody 
Allen brought in Marshall McLuhan to silence a know-it-all in Annie Hall, 
they were breaking down the fourth wall.
When you include an aside, you do the same thing. It’s a trick, but a very 
good one.

Chuck brought you from sentence to sentence, paragraph to paragraph. 
He made the action flow so sequentially, it was organic.
A good writer grabs the reader with the first few words (Up in the morning
and out to school is an hour worth of real time condensed into eight words).
Every paragraph begs the question, ‘what happens next?’
Everything, the cadence of the writing, the power of the verbs, the elimi-
nation of clunkers like ‘she said’, the feeling of escape when the school bell 

That’s the writer’s job. To use all those assets (don’t forget punctuation) to 
infuse the listener with the writer’s voice and his intention. 
The best music, art, literature and yes, business writing works this way. 
Mine had pretty good flow but I defer to this story from another great star 
from the era.

Continued on p61
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So there you go.
1.  Use stories.
2.  Make your writing rhythmic and musical by varying paragraph length.
3.  Use active, powerful verbs instead of passive verbs such as is or are.
4.  Go easy on the adjectives. While you are at it, consider adverbs as you  
 would the croup.
5.  See if you can use dialogue without quotations. If you are reporting on a  
 conversation that the listener was not privy too, better “Bill told me the  
 ship was sinking” than “The ship was sinking,” said Bill. 
6.  Use asides to build more credibility with the reader. For example, when  
 you say “my feeling is…” you are providing analysis specifically for the  
 reader. “I looked at the work and it seemed fine,” may not be the entire  
 message in a report. Instead, it can be is an aside that would be very 
 convincing to the reader.

“My Mom always said you and Elvis 
are pretty good, but y’all aint no Chuck 
Berry.”
Jerry Lee Lewis
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CHAPTER FOUR
Use Punctuation Wisely.

The period.

This little dot can stop anything. Consider the period the way people used to 
consider manual transmission. Sure, you can use the breaks but if you really 
know what you are doing, the clutch is all you need to slow down and accelerate 
the car at will.
Here’s how you know if a sentence is too long. Take in a medium breath of air. 

25-word mark, reach for the period.

The apostrophe.

This humble-looking apostrophe is the cause of the most frequent mistake in 
the English language. Because s is the possessive form (Donna’s car), writers 
naturally assume it’s (the cat forgot its food) should be sort of possessivy. But 
the apostrophe, while usually called into the action to denote something that 
belongs to someone else, skulks around to trap the eager, innocent writer. It’s is 
a contraction, meaning a shortened form. It’s is always, always short for it is. The 
best way to remember is that the apostrophe stands in for a letter, in this case 
the ‘i’ in it is.
The same goes for the difference between your (your suitcase, sir) and the con-
traction for you are (‘You’re going out in that,’ said the alarmed husband to his 
soon to ex-wife.”)
Finally, the apostrophe is particularly diabolical when used the plural possessive.
Say you have a family, the Smiths. It is the Smiths’ home, not the Smith’s home. 
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The comma.

The handiest, and thus the most often misused arrow in the quiver.
The best advice about commas is that you should use them to make sure your 
sentence makes sense.
You can use a comma for lists: vanilla, strawberry, butterscotch. In this way, the 
comma stands in for, and as well as, or.
Use the comma when the word and would confuse: Instead of I went to the doctor, 
Bob’s, and the hospital, try I went to Bob’s, the doctor and the hospital.
Commas are used when two sentences that would stand as complete on their own 
are joined thanks to the use of yet, or while or and. 
Regrets, I’ve  had a few, but then again, too few to mention.
(I sometimes omit the comma in this circumstance because I find it a little clunky. 
I haven’t been arrested…yet.)
In the same way commas separate clauses, little bits of sentences, in this case I’ve 
had a few, to make sure the sentence makes sense. 

The semicolon.

It was just another day for the comma until the grammarian burst into his office.
“Comma, you have been doing a marvelous job. You are in for a promotion.”
“You mean…” said the comma.
“Yes. From now on, you’re a semicolon. Congratulations, son.”
The semicolon fits in where a comma isn’t quite strong enough but a period 
would be overkill.
“I have Mr. Stelmaker’s class tomorrow; just my luck.”
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The dash.

It was just another day for the semicolon until the grammarian burst into 
the office.
“Semicolon, you’ve been doing a pretty fair job. How would you feel about a 
lateral move.”
“You mean…” said the semicolon.
“Yes. From now on, you’re a dash.”
A dash and a semicolon do pretty well the same thing but the dash seems to enjoy 
more favor when not used as dialogue.
She was smart, very smart – which meant that she was a lot smarter than me.

Hyphens.

It was just another day for the dash until the grammarian burst into the office.
“Dash, you’re doing a miserable job. You have consistently overstepped your 

“You mean,” said the dash.
“Yes, said the grammarian. “I am busting you all the way down to hyphen.”
The hyphen’s job may be the lowliest in the entire grammar universe. A hyphen 
is like the poor guy who has to leave the caboose to hitch up a couple of cars in 
the middle of winter.
She was well-heeled. Twelve-year-old Chevys. 

The colon.

The colon is the one-trick pony. It is used for lists: The kid had a boxcar of Hot 
Wheels: blue ones, red ones, even The Boss Hoss.
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One lump or two.

Writers often err in discerning whether they want to use one word or two.
anyone home? It could have been any one of them.

Every day I live the dream. That’s the reality of my everyday life.
 Maybe I will go to the ranch. That may be, but I will still have to 

 arrest you.
Sometimes I feel so lucky. Anyway, I hope to see you around sometime.
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The gotchas.

Thanks to the great Reader’s Digest book, My Grammar, How to Speak and Write 
it Right for the ideas.

Alternate is different from alternatively. Alternate is something or someone who 
stands in for someone or something else or a pair of things (or people) that are 
cycled one after the other.
An Alternative or alternatively means another plan or direction.

Amount refers to a group. “That’s a large amount of goodwill.”
A number is just that, a specific number.

A criminal is hanged. A picture is hung. 

One of the greats: imply and infer. To imply is to hint. To infer is to take a 
conclusion from something. It means to understand. “I infer from the candlestick 
in your hand you intend to kill me,” said Colonel Mustard.”
“Have I implied that,” said Professor Plum.

You can lie around in bed or lay a book on the table.

Lend is a verb. Loan is a noun.  Who knew?
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The Department of Redundancies Department.

New discovery.
Work colleague.
Local resident.
True fact.
Shocking revelation.

Are you sure this word means what you think 
it means..

Literally does not mean really, really, really. If a player literally carried the team on 
his shoulders, he’d have very sore shoulders.
Ironically is not the same as coincidentally. It just isn’t.
A  principal is the head of the school. Principles could describe the values they share.
A complement is an amount or something that adds to or completes something 
else. A compliment is a nice thing to hear or say.

I and love and me.

Use I when you are the subject of the sentence.
I drove the car. The boys and I. 
She loved me.
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Th e  Ar t  St or y t e l l i n g
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Write three or four line stories on the three subjects below.

1. A Work Problem
Outline a work issue and a possible solution. 

A Vision Story That Applies To Work.
Tell a story about how someone (you don’t have to know them but 
you can) faced with a problem.  

A Who You Are Story That Speaks To How You Do Your Work.
Describe an experience that influenced you and how that applies to 
your attitude on the job.

Opening Exercise:
THREE DIFFERENT KINDS OF STORIES

1

2

3
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Stories are, always have been and always will be an incredibly potent force. A 
case study is a story. A background piece is a story. A prospectus is a story in 
advance. A case study is a story. A background piece is a story. A prospectus is 
a story in advance.
A story makes the abstract feel real. It can turn engineer-speak into something 
that is not just easy to understand but worth attention, even enthusiasm.
A call of complaint is a story. A review is a story. A note of commendation is 
a story. How electricity works is a story. How anything works is a story. How 
anybody works is a story.
Stories are the basis of the great religions. Stories of the Spartans prompted 
surrender by nations without the tug of a bow.  

Why stories work so well.
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Every story has a beginning, middle and end. This is how those three stages 
play out in story form.

1. What are the circumstances? Beginning
2. What is the effect of that circumstance? Beginning
3. What are the options for improvement? Middle
4. What are the projected effects of those options? Middle
5. What success would look like? Conclusion

Notice that the story does not begin with a conclusion or a recommendation. 
The listener senses a conclusion coming but will give time for the buildup if it 
is precise and to the point.

The golden formula.
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important and trivial.
We are hard-wired to search out narrative, to find connection, just as we are 
programmed to read a stop sign.
This is not new. Divining information from a story goes back to our primitive 
survival kit. Millions of years ago it likely triggered conversations that went 
like this:
Garg: “Don’t go too near the dinosaur pit, Grogar. They’re feeing a little peckish 
today.”
Grogar: “Gotcha…By the way, have you seen my dog?”

The science of storytelling.
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When asked to digest uninteresting information, only one small section of our 
brain, named the Wernicke’s Area, becomes engaged.  That part of the brain is 
a workhorse in processing language but dry information leaves the rest of our 
brain undisturbed.
Story then dances past Wernicke’s Area and cavorts around the brain.
If someone speaks to a delicious bit of food, the areas of the brain dedicated to 
taste and anticipation are triggered. 
Stories reach into emotional areas. Just reading stories about people or animals 
who are suffering makes the reader kinder and more empathetic. That’s why 

some of the books that moved societal discourse  -  To 
Kill a Mockingbird comes to mind - were, you know, 
made up.

Books and their rich tales. Stories shape election 
campaigns, spin doctors do little else but proffer 

stories. A good story can resurrect a political 
campaign, as was the case with The Check-
ers Speech.

The Wernicke blow-by.
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In 1952, famed American crook and eventual president Richard Nixon found 
himself on the wrong end of a fund-raising scandal that threatened to keep him 
off the Republican ticket in 1952.
Nixon broke off his campaign and delivered a nationwide television address to 
deny the charges.
He detailed his rags to riches story, including long hours spent working in the 
family store. Then he closed his speech with this masterpiece of storytelling.

“One other thing I probably should tell you because if we don’t they’ll probably be 
saying this about me too, we did get something—a gift—after the election. A man 
down in Texas heard Pat on the radio mention the fact that our two youngsters 
would like to have a dog. And, believe it or not, the day before we left on this cam-
paign trip we got a message from Union Station in Baltimore saying they had a 
package for us. We went down to get it. You know what it was?
It was a little cocker spaniel dog in a crate that he’d sent all the way from 
Texas. Black and white spotted. And our little girl—Tricia, the 6-year-old—named 
it Checkers. And you know, the kids, like all kids, love the dog and I just want to 
say this right now, that regardless of what they say about it, we’re gonna keep it.”

-
self. He remained on the ticket and the course of the election took a right turn.
With the ticket shored up, Dwight Roosevelt defeated Adlai Stevenson, a 
left-leaning political leader who would have charted a very different course for 
post-war America.

Puppies love Richard Nixon.
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A story is a bit like a business transaction.
The teller sells entertainment and insight. For that, the listener forks over a will-
ingness to reconsider fixed positions and, most importantly, her time.
The word connect is essential in understanding story. When listeners connect 
with a story, they do so through the storyteller. The storyteller is selling himself 
through the story.  He deploys the story to illustrate an understanding of the 
elements the listener values. 
A story is a showroom for values.

What Nixon understood.

“Stories replenish information with the food of 
human connection and reignite powerful 
motivations stimulated when we feel the 
sense of our shared humanity.”
Annette Simmons, Whoever Tells The Best Story Wins.
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A 1999 survey, cited in Whoever Tells the Best Story Wins asked: “Of people in 
general, how many do you think are trustworthy?” People felt about 30 per cent 
of people were trustworthy. Then the survey asked, “Of all the people you know, 
how many do you think are trustworthy?” The answer was 70 per cent.
Stories make you known and understood by the listener.
Everyone in my hometown of Sarnia knew the best salesman in town. His name 
was Brian Keelan and his store, Keelans sold great stereo equipment.
But Sarnia bordered Michigan and when I was 17 and itching for a stereo, a 
US buck was worth $103 Canadian. Stereos were substantially cheaper across 
the river.
But I bought one at Keelans and I was far from alone. Brian Keelan was a spec-
tacular salesman with stories galore. I wasn’t buying a stereo so much as I was 
buying a piece of Brian.
We want to know the people we deal with are trustworthy that they love their 
kids, pay their bills and want a better world.  If we want to buy them, we will 
certainly want to buy what they sell.
Stories not only trump caution, they short-circuit other barriers to buying such 
as price, as it did for Brian.

Stories replace caution with connection.
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When Nixon mentioned Checkers in 1952, America believed him.
Now fast-forward twenty years as the undertow of Watergate dragged Nixon 
into disgrace.
He returned to television. Nixon had to use his least effective attribute, the 
battered perception of his integrity, to try to salvage his presidency.
Sadly, Checkers had been dead for eight years and was not available.

“And I want to say this to the television audience. I made my mistakes. But in all 
of my years of public life, I have never profited - never profited from public service. 
I’ve earned every cent. And in all of my years of public life, I have never obstructed 
justice…because people have got to know whether or not their president is a crook. 
Well, I’m not a crook. I’ve earned everything I’ve got.”

In a few months, Nixon would be the first and only president to resign the pres-
idency.

Nixon proves not all stories work.

“I am not a crook.”
Turns out he was.
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A great story can seal a dynamite first impression. It can induce people to judge 
you more kindly. It can sway people to your point of view.
But while telling a story can make you more convincing, it can’t make you more 
sincere. 
The key to great storytelling is honesty. A story has to come from the right place. 
People enjoy having their emotions stimulated but they hate being manipulated, 
just as they enjoy buying but hate being sold.
For every ounce of goodwill a good story generates, it can and will induce a 
pound of enmity when it is found to be untrue or manipulative.

The lesson…honesty and integrity.
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Stories are not jokes, although most jokes are stories.  Guy walks into a doctor’s 
office…man is stuck on a desert island.

While the best jokes (you get my vote for Homer’s hollow endorsement of hard 
work) also evoke truth, they are told to amuse rather than illuminate.
A story, purposefully told, need not be funny. What it has to be is relevant to 
both the listener and the situation at hand.
Let’s try an experiment.
We will talk about two outliers, a technological breakthrough and an open plat-
form view of technology.
Could it be more boring?
Let’s see…

The difference between the jokes and stories.

“Son, if you really want something in this life 
you’ve got to work at it. Now quiet, they’re 
about to announce the lottery numbers.”
Homer Simpson to Bart
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This is a graph that details the decline of goalscoring in the NHL from 1992, 
where it crested at 7.25 goals per game in 1992-1993 to this year’s 5.43.

A story about hockey – kind of.
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His name is Mitch Korn.
The only people who might remember Mitch 
Korn are his mother and particularly devout 
fans of the Washington Capitals.
But every year, half the teams in the NHL 

playoffs rely on a goalie or a goalie coach Mitch Korn trained. 
After working with Mitch Korn, NHL goalies signed contracts worth $300 million.
While the NHL has used new technology and overhauled rules to induce more 
scoring, the drop in goals coincides directly to the arrival of Mitch Korn in the 
NHL in 1991-1992.
In fact, if you want to find one person who has damaged the game the most, you 
would be hard-pressed to do better than Mitch Korn.
Mitch was born in the Bronx. His dad held several jobs but spent much of his life 
working overnight, packing grocery stores and cooking bagels.
Mitch has often said growing up in his house was like growing up with the 

Mitch’s mother insisted that all the carpeting, all the furniture be red. Then she 
wrapped most of it in cellophane.
“Is it any wonder we were always yelling,” Mitch said. “The place was decorated to 
provoke anger.”
Mitch liked hockey, particularly goal but he was horribly nearsighted and he 
capped out at five-foot-six. Then and now, there is not a lot of call in the NHL 
for inexperienced five-foot-six nearsighted goalies.

Here’s the reason why.
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In his early teens, Mitch attended a couple of hockey camps in far away Toronto. 
His Uncle Milty was a jeweller in Manhattan. He slipped Mitch’s dad money for 
the airfare and the camp fees. 
Mitch played a little goal in college but became the first member of his family to 
earn a college degree. It was in Commerce.
He took a job in Oxford Ohio, at Miami University.  He ran facilities, including 
the arena. 
And that’s where it should have ended, with Mitch making sure there was toilet 
paper in all the bathrooms.
But Mitch saw opportunity. 
School was only in session eight months a year and Mitch’s employees were paid 
every week. He knew he needed another revenue stream.
He never lost his love of hockey and goaltending in particular. He broadcasted 
the Miami of Ohio games on the radio and worked with the team’s goalies.
Why not set up a goaltending camp, based on the ones he had visited in Canada, 
to keep the arena going through the summer months and make a little extra 
money?
Thus was born the Korn Goaltender Camp, a business that continues to this 
day and has improved the technique of thousands of goalies. You can find Korn 
camps in eight cities including Duluth, St. Louis, Nashville, Cincinnati, Buffalo 
and Washington.
Mitch Korn goalie camps sell out in minutes although Mitch does no real 
promotion save for a website. 
Mitch had a gift. He began designing special aids, boards that obscured 
shooters, mask covers that limited what the goalie could see, white pucks that 
were harder for the goalie to pick up.
He poured over goalie tapes looking for best practices.
In 1990, he was working in Buffalo. The camp was at Sabreland, which doubled 
as the Sabres’ practice rink.
Mitch was going over a video he had put together.  At the other side of the dressing 
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room, Rick Dudley, the Sabers coach, in to do some summer paperwork, 
became curious.

Rick slipped into the dressing room. What he heard stunned him. The little guy 
with the pop bottle glasses running the kids’ hockey camp knew more about 
tending goal than anyone he had ever met.
A season later, Dudley hired Mitch, who had no professional resume of any sort, 
to be the goaltending coach of the Buffalo Sabres.

Everything that had to happen for 
Mitch Korn to Ruin the NHL.

He had to be smart. Check. 

He had to fill a void.
There was one. Up until the early 1990s, goalie coaches were an afterthought. 
As often as not, they were kept around to drink with the head coach and 
commiserate with the goalie. They were former goalies looking to stay in the 
game. They were not teachers, nor innovators.
To understand how verdant a field Mitch was about to sow, you need to con-
sider there is no single position more important in sports than a hockey goalie.
But hockey has always held a distaste for goalies. Very few hockey coaches or 
executives were goalies. Playing goal without a mask and with minimal 
equipment sheared the nerves of the goalies. Many developed nervous ticks. 
Hall of Fame Goalie Glenn Hall threw up before every meaningful game. 
The Maple Leafs had a goalie, Frank ‘Ulcers’ McCool who drank a quart of 
milk before every game to calm his stomach.
While baseball developed its first pitching coach in the 1920s, it took the 
NHL 60 more years to decide on the importance of the goalie coach.
There had been no real evolution of the goaltending position since Jacques 

1

2
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Plante’s influential book, Goaltending, was published in 1972, 20 years 
before Mitch arrived in Buffalo.
But money was flowing into professional hockey. Players wanted to get 
better. Goalies didn’t know how.  The game’s cultural disdain for goalies was 
about to be trumped.

Mitch needed a technological innovation.
By the 1990s, lighter composites had ended the era of leather equipment. 
Padding was more protective and lighter.  Synthetic goalie pads didn’t take 
on several pounds of water as the leather pads had.  The facemask ushered 
in by the great Plante, had evolved. Pucks routinely hit goalies in the mask 
with no damage done.
Historically, goalies practiced very little, the risk of injury was too great. But 
now goalies could practice for as long as they wished.

Mitch required on outlier, someone willing to be totally immersed in his 
coaching who would do what he was told.

was already flirting with the idea of going back home to play.
Dominik Hasek’s NHL career had up to then been a failure. 
Hasek was different. He spoke in a heavy accent. He wore a different mask 
than anyone else. He didn’t look like a goalie. He wore a cape and his Adam’s 
apple jostled with his nose as his most noticeable feature.
He wasn’t strong, in fact, Hasek was so pliable people joked that he was re-
lated to Gumby but that flexibility was considered a curiosity, not an asset.

 
literature and played chess.
He rushed the puck where goalies sat back, picked the puck up with his 
blocker hand and contorted himself in goal.

the rarest of gifts.

3

4
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A few weeks into training camp, Hasek coasted out to the top of the circle on 
a two on one drill. Behind him was a player named Donald Audette.
While Hasek readied himself for defending the two oncoming shooters, 
Audette flipped a puck toward the open net.
Hasek pivoted, slapped Audette’s shot out of mid-air with the paddle of his 
stick and then turned around to easily stop the shooter on the two on one drill.
 “My God,” Mitch said. “I’ve got a goalie who knows where the puck is going, 
even if there are two pucks at the same time.”

Brantford, Walter would tell Wayne: don’t go where it is. Go where it’s going.”

of information, the speed of the shot, the angle of the blade, the position of 
the shooter’s body, the flight patterns and tendencies and range of ability of 
his own defencemen, as well as those of the opponents, the bounce of the 
boards, the tendency of the linesmen dropping the puck
Buffalo became a goaltending hothouse for Mitch and Dom.
Mitch would jab his stick between Dominik’s pads as he moved across the 
crease. “If my stick can get through here, a puck can,” Mitch said.
The two negotiated a new style. Hasek could drop his stick and pick up the 
puck, but only if it was on his stick side.
Freed to practice as long as he wished, Hasek became a workhorse. All the 
showstopping saves he would develop were worked out at practice. 
Hasek and Mitch fashioned The Dominator, the greatest goalie of his era. 
Hasek was a relentless competitor. Sometimes the Sabres would go a practice 
without anyone scoring on Hasek.
Two geniuses had found each other.
Dominik Hasek began putting together the best goaltending performances in 
hockey history but Mitch was anxious to see whether his techniques would 
work with someone else.
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He left Buffalo, spent 16 years in Nashville and presided over a goaltending 
factory. 
When Braden Holtby, Mitch’s most recent student, was named the league’s 
best goalie last year, Mitch Korn became the first goalie coach in hockey 

Mitch needed an open platform.
Before Mitch, the most famous goalie coaches were the Allaires, Francois 
and Benoit.
The Allaires have been extraordinarily successful and the only goalie consid-
ered nearly on par with Hasek was Patrick Roy, Allaire’s first great prodigy. 
His brother Benoit coaches Henrik Lundkvist, the great goalie of the New 
York Rangers.
But the Allaires view their coaching as proprietary and they have not fos-
tered a second generation of coaches. 
If you can walk into an arena, you can take in a Mitch Korn goalie camp. He 
shares his techniques and tools openly. Goalies began coming year after year 
and his influence began to extend into college hockey. Mitch has mentored 
freely; his Children Of the Korn extend into half of the dressing rooms in 
the NHL.
When the Maple Leafs needed a new goalie coach, their coach, Mike Bab-
cock phoned one person: Mitch Korn.
“Who should I hire,” Babcock asked.
“Steve Briere,” Korn answered.
Mike Babcock hired Steve Briere.

5
“Working with Mitch was like going to 
goalie college.”
Dominik Hasak

5
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Mitch Korn dragged the art of goaltending into the 21st century. Now teams are 
developing full goaltending departments.
He changed the culture of coaching, of goaltending, and of hockey and what he 
has wrought is irrevocable. No matter what the NHL has done, it hasn’t been 
able to measurably boost scoring.
The goaltending is too good.

Exercise: Let’s come up with three lessons this story teaches us:

1.

2.

3.
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Possible answers 

1. The necessity of outliers to change a system from within.
2. The necessity of technology in any advance.
3. The necessity of a dormant culture to overcome.
4. The value of hard work.
5. The desperation of two people with no real resume.
6. The necessity of a quiet area (or market) to foster innovation.
7. The need of one group of people -position players- to promote people who 

remind them of themselves.
8. The rich contributions of Jewish Americans.
9. The rare gift of being able to anticipate future events based on dynamic and 

recent events.
10. The total randomness of life.
11. People who speak loudly have a better chance of being heard.
12. Progress depends on innovative thinkers and other innovative thinkers 

finding each other. In this case, Dominik, Rick Dudley and Mitch.
13. People from outside cultures such as Dominik bring gifts that are difficult 

to discern.
14. Business needs (the need for revenue at Miami) spurs innovation.
15. In the absence of real strength, flexibility is the best answer.

And that is the greatest power of stories. There is a story to connect to any point 
of view.
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Consider the first paragraph of a book universally considered the best ever book 
on business.
It has sold 30 million copies since it was published in 1936 and still sells more 
than 100,000 copies a year.

The book was...

In starting the world’s most influential business books with a story, Carnegie 
created a template for many to follow.
Consider the start of these great business books.

Still don’t understand what stories
have to do with work?
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Consider the start of these great 
business books.

I love April.  I wouldn’t trade it for any other month. 
Except perhaps for October. Two Octobers would 
mean twice as many birthday presents – and Ok-
toberfests!
Why April. Weather-wise it offers neither the best 
of summer nor the best of winter. It certainly doesn’t 
provide the beauty of the fall months. Is it because, 
at least to pets and romantics, it symbolizes a new 
beginning, a kind of rebirth?
No.
I love April for three reasons: The National Bas-
ketball Association playoffs, the National Hockey 
League playoffs, and the essence of life itself – a 
new Major League Baseball season. Ah, April. Par-
adise on Earth.
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In more than 25 years of working with people in busi-
ness, university, and marriage and family settings, 
I have come in contact with many individuals who 
have achieved an incredible degree of outward success, 
but have found themselves struggling with an inner 
hunger, a deep need for personal congruency and 
effectiveness and for healthy, growing relationships 
with other people.

I suspect some of the problems they have shared 
with me may be familiar to you and I’m having 
tremendous professional success. But it’s cost me my 
personal and family life. I don’t know my wife and 
children any more. I’m not even sure I know myself 

and what’s really important to me. I’ve had to ask myself – is it worth it?

I’ve started a new diet – for the fifth time this year. I know I’m overweight and I really 
want to change. I have read all the new information, I set goals, and I get myself all 
psyched up with a positive mental attitude and tell myself I can do it. But I don’t. After 
a few weeks, I fizzle. I just can’t see to keep a promise I made to myself.

I’ve taken course after course on effective management training. I expect a lot out of my 
employees and I work hard to be friendly toward them and to treat them right. But I 
don’t feel any loyalty from them. I think if I were home sick for a day, they’d spend most 
of their time gabbing at the water fountain. Why can’t I train them to be independent 
and responsible – or find employees who can be?
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Anyone living in the United States in the early 1990s 
and paying even a whisper of attention to the nightly 
news or a daily paper could be forgiven for having 
been scared out of his skin.
The culprit was crime. It had been rising relentlessly 
– a graph plotting the crime rate in any American 
city over recent decades looked like a ski slope in 
profile – and it seemed now to herald the end of the 
world as we knew it.

LET ME TELL YOU two stories. One involves a fu-
ture president, the other a high-living golf pro and 
though the incidents happened nearly a decade 
apart, they are linked in my mind.
In 1963, I was in Paris for the World Cup golf tour-
nament, where I happened to have two chance 
meetings with Richard Nixon, one at the golf club 
when he came by my table to speak with Gary 
Player, the other only a few days later, at the Tour 
d’Argent, when he stopped to speak to Arnold 
Palmer and Jack Nicklaus, with whom I was having 
dinner.
Nixon’s remarks were pleasant enough. What stayed 
with me was that on both occasions he used the same 
words, the exact same five or six sentence. It was as 
though he were talking to stick figures rather than 
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to real people, as though he had a fund of stock phrases for every type of person he 
was likely to meet – five or six sentences for a sports personality, a paragraph for a 
business leader, another for a religious figure.
The other incident involved the flamboyant golfer Doug Sanders…
Once Doug and I played a golf exhibition up in Canada. He made all the arrange-
ments himself. I didn’t know anything about it, and since apparently he was paid 
in cash, I probably would have never known anything about it. But about a week 
after the exhibition took place, we received an envelope from Doug. There was no 
letter or note inside, only our commission – in cash.
I recall these incidents now because they demonstrate something important about 
reading people. What people say and do in the most innocent situations can speak 
volumes about their real selves.
My accidental encounters with Nixon, for instance, indicated certain insincerity 
and a degree of phoniness that I remembered ten years later, when he was forced 
to resign the presidency….
In Doug Sanders’s case, the fee for the exhibition was so insignificant it might not 
have seemed worth the bother. But to this day I can see Doug going back to his 
hotel room, pulling a wad of cash out of his pocket, counting our commission, 
sticking it an envelope and scribbling out our address. This was so totally in keeping 
with Doug Sanders’ character that nothing else would have occurred to him.
One would like to believe that it was a future American president who exhibited 
quality of character and a golf hustler who came off as a con man. But the facts can 
belie the conclusions.
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The moral of these stories.
The greatest virtue of stories is their malleability.

Consider the simple moral of these stories:

When options are few:
The Hunters Story.
An angry bear confronts two hunters.
First hunter: What do we do?
Second hunter: We run.
First hunter. Don’t be ridiculous, we can’t outrun a bear.
Second hunter. I don’t have to outrun a bear. I have to outrun you.

Seeing opportunity:
The Charles Bata Story.
A young Charles Bata is dispatched to India to survey the shoe market. Unknown 
to him, his employer has sent another employee with the same purpose.
The employee wires back: “No prospect here. No one wears shoes.”
Soon Bata wired back: “Unlimited prospects here. No one wears shoes.”

Using failure to motivate:
The Leroy Smith Story.
That Leroy Smith made the Emsley A Laney High School varsity boys basketball 
team in Wilmington, North Carolina was not a surprise. He was six-foot-seven. 
Smith was chosen over his classmate and friend, Michael Jordan. Jordan never 
forgot the slight. When he checked into hotel rooms throughout his NBA career, 
he often used the name Leroy Smith.

1

2

3
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The power of listening:
The Bartending Story.
An American manager was chosen to head a European division of a multina-
tional company.
The manager knew he was in for a hostile reception.
In his first meeting, he described how he used his people skills to become the 
best bartender in his small hometown. But when he moved to Chicago, he 
was out of his depth. Orders came in torrents and the laconic pace he used to 
charm patrons did not work well in Chicago.
A manager saw him failing. Come in tomorrow night, don’t work. Just  watch 
Tom, our best bartender.
That night, the kid did just that. He saw that Tom wasn’t just expert in mixing 
drinks. He engaged several patrons at the same time. He worked with the 
staff to make sure the serving process worked better. He operated at a whole 
different level.
The new barkeep showed up at work the next day and immediately thrived.
That, said the American businessman, is what I need to do here. Everything 
I have learned up to now has just been a grounding for what I must do here. 
And the only way I can thrive is by listening, as I did in that bar years ago.

4
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The essential elements of a good story.
Each of the stories I tell are true. Mostly.

It must be personal.
The power of a story is multiplied by how personal the story is. 

I rarely drink and never to excess.
I remember the day I made that decision.
I was celebrating the birth of my third daughter’s birthday, drinking Irish 
whiskey at a friend’s home.
When I arrived home, I tried to slip into bed and got sick at the foot of the bed.
My wife had just nursed the baby. She got me cleaned up, cleaned up the 
carpet and then put me to bed. Didn’t say a cross word.
“I will never do that to you again,” I said the next morning.
I never did.

By sharing an embarrassing story, I have made myself vulnerable and there-

better, I show myself to be moral and open to improvement. Sharing has to 
come from the right place. Be wary of stories and truths that are too easy to 
tell or too hard.

1
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A great, funny story, like a great joke, lives at the intersection of humor and 
truth. It often involves misdirection. 

Consider this great writing from the movie Harvey, released in 1951, in 
which the lead, Jimmy Stewart playing Elwood Dowd, explains how he met 
his best friend, Harvey, a six-foot-six invisible rabbit.

2

“I had just helped Ed Hickey into a 
taxi. Ed had been mixing his rye with 
his gin, and I felt he needed conveying. 
I started to walk down the street when 
I heard a voice saying: ‘Good evening, 
Mr. Dowd.’ I turned and there was this 
great, white rabbit leaning against a 
lamppost. Well, I thought nothing of 
that because when you live in a town as 
long as I have lived in this one, you get 
used to the fact that everybody knows 
your name.”
Elwood Dowd
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The great Uncle Leonard Story

My cousin Randy was shooting pool for money. 
Randy lived in a small town in Alberta. A few generations of Ulmer men, in-
cluding his dad, my Uncle Leonard, had spilled plenty of beer and maybe a little 
bit of blood on the wooden floors of that local bar. 
Randy won the pool game but his opponent wouldn’t pay. Randy pinned him 
against the wall. The man said he would pay his debt; all Randy had to do was 
let him go. 
But when Randy released his grip, the man swung at him. 
Randy stepped away from the blow but suddenly found himself flung to the 
floor. 
Randy looked up. It was Uncle Leonard. Randy didn’t know his dad was in the 
bar. 
“Get in the truck,” Uncle Leonard said. 
The punk he was fighting no longer represented a threat to Randy’s life. His 
father did.
The two got in the truck.

in more than a few fights in the same bar. Why was he so obviously angry with 
Randy? “Park the truck and go sit at the kitchen table,” Uncle Leonard said. 
It took ten minutes until Uncle Leonard had calmed down enough to sit across 
the table from his son. Randy braced for the tongue-lashing….

To be continued.
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The great and complete Uncle Leonard Story.
- with the listener’s thoughts included in Bold Italic

My cousin Randy was shooting pool for money. He must be a bit of a rough guy.

Randy lived in a small town in Alberta.  A few generations of Ulmer men, in-
cluding his dad, my Uncle Leonard, had spilled plenty of beer and maybe a little 
bit of blood on the wooden floors of that local bar. That was graphic. I am being 
taken to a place I have never been. I don’t think I would go to a bar like that.

Randy won the pool game but his opponent wouldn’t pay. Randy pinned him 
against the wall. The man said he would pay his debt; all Randy had to do was let 
him go. That doesn’t sound like a good idea. What happens next?

But when Randy released his grip, the man swung at him. I thought so. Is Randy 
hurt?

Randy stepped away from the blow but suddenly found himself flung to the 
floor. How could that be? Did the other guy have a friend? What’s going to 
happen next?

Randy looked up. It was Uncle Leonard. Randy didn’t know his dad was in the 
bar. Why would Uncle Leonard throw his son to the ground? What is he going 
to do to the other guy?
“Get in the truck,” Uncle Leonard said. What about the other guy? Watch out!

The punk he was fighting no longer represented a threat to Randy’s life. His fa-
ther did.  Man, Uncle Leonard must be tough.
The two got in the truck.
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in more than a few fights in the same bar. Why was he so obviously angry with 
Randy? That’s what I was wondering. Where is this going?

“Park the truck and go sit at the kitchen table,” Uncle Leonard said. Obviously, 
Uncle Leonard is still angry. It doesn’t make sense. If he beats up anyone, it 
should be the guy who took a swing at Randy.

It took ten minutes until Uncle Leonard had calmed down enough to sit across 
the table from his son. This still doesn’t make sense. What is he so angry about?

Randy braced for the tongue-lashing. What the hell is he going 
to say?

“When you get a guy pinned up against the wall,” Uncle Leonard said…Yes, then 
what, then what?

 “You #####@@@@ finish him off !”
Oh, my God. He’s not angry with his son for fighting. He’s angry with his son 
for not being brutal enough.  Uncle Leonard is absolutely ruthless. That ’s how 
it must have been in the day.

 If you can, play all the characters in the story.
Great storytelling is theatre and great theatre depends on the ability of the 
teller to become of the other people in the story.
When I tell a story about Terry Fox to young school children, I make a point 
of showing the point where his leg was amputated and trying to demonstrate 
the shuffle he used for every step.
When the scene shifts to an office, I take a seat and become the man be-
hind the desk. When supporters stuff money into the hands of his friends,  
I mimic that action.

2
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A maxim of good fiction and screenwriting is show, don’t tell. The best sto-
ries, by comparison, show and tell.

Finally, feel free to experiment with the form. Sometimes the story starts in 
the middle. Sometimes, a great story starts with the present, imagines the 
present and sprinkles some fear about the future.
Consider this jem.

4
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Morning in America.

This television ad copy was created for Ronald 
Reagan in advance of the 1980 election.
It’s morning again in America. Today more men 
and women will go to work than ever before in 
our country’s history. With interest rates at about 
half the record highs of 1980, nearly 2,000 families 
today will buy new homes, more than at any time 
in the past four years. This afternoon 6,500 young 
men and women will be married, and with inflation 
at less than half of what it was just four years ago, they 
can look forward with confidence to the future. It’s morning
again in America, and under the leadership of President Reagan, our country is 
prouder and stronger and better. Why would we ever want to return to where we 
were less than four short years ago?

Morning in America varied from most stories in that it did not first give the 
solution and then the problem as most stories do.
Instead, it presented a present-day solution to an earlier issue. It never men-
tioned earlier issues, only inferred in the final lines that by rejecting Reagan the 
voters risked a return to worse times.
Morning In America is masterful. For one, the figures are airtight. It is inher-
ently optimistic and aspirational (qualities many would associate with President 
Reagan). It does not grace his opponents with a name.
Whether he was a bad president isn’t for me to say. What I do know is that he 
had a great copywriter. 
The Reagan myth is so enduring, the Democrats used it in the 2016 election.
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Let’s try that again.
Exercise: Different kinds of stories

Write three or four line stories on the three subjects below.

1. A Procedural or Logistics Challenge Story.
Outline a work problem and a possible solution. Be sure to include the factors 
that created the issue, what happens if the problem is not fixed, and what hap-
pens after your solution.  See if you can use your body to tell the story.

2. A Vision Story.
Tell a story about how someone (you don’t have to know them but you can) 
faced with a problem. Again, outline the factors that created the issue and what 
would happen if the issue was not fixed. Then give the solution the subject found 
and the effect.
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3. A Who You Are Story.
Describe an experience that influenced you and how that applies to your work.
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